According to Department of personal and training (DoPT) Leave Travel Concession (LTC) Rules, 1988, sub rule 1.3(iii), sub rule 3 and 4(d) it is clear that contract employees in various departments under government of India are eligible for LTC for self as well as family.

Please provide information about following queries

(1). Is project scientist in various centers of Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES) are eligible for availing LTC facility

(2). Is the project scientist in various centers/institutions under Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES) are eligible for availing LTC facility for family members.

(3). If the answer for question (2) is no, then is it the violation of Leave Travel Concession (LTC) Rules, 1988

(4). If the answer for question (2) is no, under which provision/rule the family members of project scientist in various centers of Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES) are ineligible for LTC

(5). Is there any case of rejection of LTC claim for family members of project scientist happened in various centers/institution under MoES